
ON CULTURAL CONTINUITY 

This important recurrent theme gets its very name from a deep sense of the 'rupture' 

that has permeated Muslim societies. The appreciation of this point is so essential 

that Mohammed Arkoun devoted several papers and interventions to it. An extract 

from one of these is reproduced here. It is only a small part of the lengthy and 

learned discourse in the original essay. 

The extracts from the paper by Oleg Grabar, on the meaning of history in a city 

like Cairo, raise questions that transcend the domains of that particular city to what 

should be the relationship of the past to the present and the future, and what is the 

role of architects and practitioners in understanding the value of the past, but in 

contemporary terms. 

The concern for historical conservation and cultural authenticity cannot be 

overlooked in the Award's activities, and a paper prepared jointly by Ismail Serag-

eldin and Said Zulficar, Secretary-General of the AKAA, outlines the Award's 

concerns with these issues and how the different approaches found expression 

among its selected winners over the last three cycles. 



Current Islam Faces its Tradition 

Mohammed Arkoun 

RETHINKING ISLAMIC TRADITION IN ITS TOTALITY 

Sidi Bom Said, Tunisia. 

Rethinking Islamic Tradition today is an intellectually urgent and necessary act, 

politically and culturally destabilising and psychologically and socially delicate. We 

are in fact obliged to uncover, much more clearly than did classic criticism, the 

ideological functions, semantic manipulations, cultural discontinuities, and intel

lectual inconsistencies that come together to delegitimise what over centuries we 

have been given to perceive and live as the authentic expression of Divine Will 

manifested in the Revelation. To rethink Islamic Tradition is to violate official 

prohibitions past and present, and the social censure that conspires to keep off limits 

the unthinkable questions that were asked at the early phase of Islam, but inquiry into 

which was closed off with the triumph of the official orthodoxy that was based on 

the classic texts. 

But, how are we to rethink Tradition in positive terms that is, enabling it via 

constructive criticism to fulfill new functions in a socio-historical context radically 

changed in the last thirty years1 Doubtless, we do not have to worry inordinately 

about the fate of the Tradition: it will always survive the most radical criticism and 

the most brutal revolution. As a mainspring of unity and continuity, it has over the 

centuries forged the collective sensibility and memory. 

We must therefore borrow current ways of thinking opened up by the sciences of 

man and society. This being first a matter of reading the Scriptures (Quran and 

hadith), we will begin by showing why it is advisable to base research on semiotics. 

We will then open the historical and sociological record, but from the perspective 

of a larger inquiry into the anthropology of tradition and modernity. On the basis of 

the information thus reunited, we may justifiably undertake inquiry on the new 

status of the theological attitude. 

It goes without saying that such an itinerary cannot be followed to its end; it will 

be a matter, in this first effort, of establishing the necessity that Islamic thought 

must recover a tradition that safeguards the inherent richness suggested in the fol

lowing definition: 

"Tradition carries with it more than ideas capable of logical form: it embodies a life 

that includes at the same time sentiments, thoughts, beliefs, aspirations, and ac-

tions... Individual and collective effort can draw from it indefinitely without ex

hausting it. Consequently, it implies the spiritual communion of souls that feel, 

think, and will in the unity of a like patriotic or religious ideal; and by the same 

token, it is a condition of progress in so far as it permits some bits from the ingot of 

never-completely-coinable truth to be passed from Implicit Living to Explicit Knowl

edge; for tradition — well-spring of unity, continuity, and fecundity, and at the 

* The original version of this essay was published in French in Aspects d'Islam (Brussels: Facultés 
Universitaires, Saint Louis, 1985). The study sheds light on the concept of "rupture" introduced by 
the author. This extract from the English translation is taken from the Proceedings of Architectural 

Education in the Islamic World, Seminar Ten in the series - Architectural Transformations in the 
Islamic World, Granada, Spain, April 21-25, 1986. Published by Concept Media for The Aga Khan 
Award for Architecture, Singapore, 1986, pp 92-103. 
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same time beginning, anticipatory, and final — precedes every constructive synthe

sis and outlives every reflective analysis".2 

The Priority of the Semiotic Approach. It is now well established that semiotic 

analysis requires an indispensable exercise of intellectual self-discipline, a quality all 

the more precious when it comes to reading texts that for generations have forged 

individual and collective sensibility and imagination. We learn to introduce a 

methodological distance vis-à-vis "sacred" texts (the quotation marks are an expres

sion of this distance) without pronouncing any of those theological or historical 

judgments that immediately block communication. This is what Orientalist histori

cal criticism on the subject of the Quran and the hadith has never understood, and 

it continues to be unaware of the semiotic and anthropological approach, as is 

attested by the receipt work of G.H.A. Juynboll.3 

The texts that are the point of departure and the inexhaustible source of the 

Tradition offer themselves as a perfectly defined cultural object. 

This cultural object has been turned into a living subject, historically active 

through the reading-participation of the believers. By the process of selection, of de-

contextualisation, of recontextualisation, of retrospective and prospective projec

tion, of literal or esoteric interpretation, and of semantic or mythical amplification, 

the readings of believers indefinitely go on creating secondary cultural objects, while 

being removed from the initial object due to its linguistic, historical, or socio-

cultural connection with a single space-and-time. The sum total of these operations 

constitutes living tradition. The empirical effectiveness of daily life bears on the 

cognitive aspects of the human condition. To paraphrase M. Blondel, Implicit Living 

expends effort in order to gain access to Explicit Knowledge. 

How do we get back to the initial object in its genesis, its constituent parts and 

its own determining factors? This return to the source is a leitmotif of the Tradition, 

but it involves returning to the mythical founding age, a space-and-time transfig

ured by the traditional readings and modes of behaviour. Semiotics aspires to a 

summary criticism that at once goes beyond both the object that is read and all the 

second objects that are produced by the Tradition. How do the signs used in the texts 

signify? What linguistic mechanisms are used to produce this meaning and not 

another? For whom, and in what conditions, does this particular meaning arise? 

These questions involve neither the revealed character of statements, nor their 

sacred charge, nor the results of their spiritual meaning for the believers. Instead, 

they concern the qualifications and functions of meaning as modalities of signifi

cance, the cognitive status of which must be established in a comprehensive ap

proach to everything that has meaning. 

It turns out that the texts we read are not preoccupied with distinguishing 

knowing from believing4. Instead, they teach that it is first necessary to believe — to 

open one's heart (in the Biblical and Quranic sense) — in order to gain access to 

perfect, complete, and totally true knowledge. Tradition takes form at just the 

moment when the members of a group (such as the first nucleus of believers, called 

mu 'minun, around Muhammad at Mecca and then Medina) gain access, aided by a 

foundation-laying account, to a common frame of perception and representation. 

Semiotically speaking, all of the Tradition — and every tradition — functions as a 

foundation-laying account perpetually enriched by the significant experiences of 

the group or the community.' 

Addressing a greater number, the Tradition tends to function like the former 

model, rejecting in the name of orthodoxy both the plurality of meanings put forth 

by the exegeses and the various schools and the potential meanings not yet made 

actual by new readings of the Scriptures. I have already shown how the modern 

treatment of metaphor, symbol and myth authorise readings of the Quran quite 

different from all those bequeathed by the exegetic tradition.6 
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The Historical and Sociological Approach. Just as the Tradition implies a relationship 

of thought to language, as we have seen, so it imposes a vision of history, with a 

framework and writing adapted to its expression. 

Modern authors — even Muslims such as Taha Hussein — who have taken the 

greatest interest in the critical revival of religious and/or cultural Tradition, have 

not known how to move the debate towards previous studies framed in socio-

cultural terms of knowledge in the first two centuries of the Hijra. It is not enough 

to recall that oral transmission then prevailed over written transmission. More 

fundamentally, it must be shown how, in the formation and function of the social 

imaginaire, the dimension of the marvellous, the mythical, the symbolic, and the 

metaphorical prevailed over the rational categories and discursive procedures that 

would develop in relation to the invention of paper, the perfecting and diffusion of 

Arabic writing, and the expansion of Greek logocentrism. All cultural history of the 

Arab and Islamic domain must be reconsidered from this two-fold perspective of 

rivalry between oral and written, mythos and logos, marvellous and empirical, and 

sacred and profane. Historically, the Tradition, as textual form and meaning, bears 

the stamp of this rivalry; that is what today makes a re-evaluation of form and mean

ing indispensable, since all the determining concepts assumed in the Implicit Living 

of the believers (sacred, marvellous, mythical, oral, written, imaginary, rational, and 

irrational) are in the process of passing over the Explicit Knowledge, thanks to the 

new explorations of the sciences of man and society. 

This position is new because it allows us to develop a common theory for what 

I prefer to call societies of the Book.7 The concept of a society of the Book permits us 

to place emphasis on two dimensions of the Tradition minimised or transfigured by 

the advent of dogmatic theology: the historicity of all cultural processes, and the 

practical forms of conduct by which the Book is incorporated into the social body: 

the sociology of reception, by ethno-culturally diverse groups, of the Tradition. The 

concept of reception is complementary to that of historicity; I use it here from the 

theoretical perspective defined by Hans R. Jauss, one of the leaders of the "School 

of Constance", in his work Pour une esthétique de la réception.8 The idea is that the 

literary work, or the work of art in general, exists and endures only with the active 

participation and continuous intervention, at multiple levels, of its successive pub

lics. Now, that is a fortiori true in large degree of those literary and artistic works that 

are religious texts. In this sense, Tradition in societies of the Book is not just a 

"hoarded collection of testimony left to us by all those whom the Spirit of revelation 

has touched throughout history".9 It is a collective creation of all those who draw 

their identity from it and contribute to its production-reproduction. 

It is, therefore, no longer just the relationships between Scripture, Revelation, 

and Tradition that must be redefined from a perspective that is more concerned with 

explanatory adequacy than with edification; it is also the presence of belief, affected 

in the substance and functions that "the witnesses touched by the spirit of revela

tion" have always recognised in it. Without radically challenging the dynamic 

potential of this spirit, we may say that it is always mediated by social agents — that 

is, the sum total of amplifications, misrepresentations, semantic and textual manipu

lations, deviations, fabulations, mystifications and ideologisations — that are inher

ent in the reception and reproduction of the Tradition. 

How is modernity to be worked into such an evolution of the Tradition? Are 

there some forms and contents that fit more easily than do others the most wide

spread traditional forms of behaviour? 

Let us first observe that it is not a question today of opposing modernity that is 

eternally and totally positive and situated on the side of progress to a tradition 

rejected as archaic, obsolete, constraining and negative. Conversely, one cannot 

conform to the theology of the Tradition, which puts the latter on the side of the 



absolute, the transcendent, the sacred, and the revealed. The examination of cur

rent societies discloses three forces in competition: 

• Tradition in the general and archaic sense, present in all societies, and preceding 

the scriptural Tradition of the revealed religions. 

• Scriptural Tradition, which has occupied us to this point. 

• Modernity, which tends to sanction rupture with the preceding forces without 

totally bringing it about. In reality, the three forces nourish the dialectic of any 

society via a stronger accentuation of one over the others, according to the 

socio-cultural setting and the historical circumstances. 

The Scriptural Tradition, at its beginnings in the three monotheistic religions, 

appeared as modernity par excellence, because it consigned previous traditions to the 

darkness of ignorance and disorder (jahiliyya) 

Modernity is transformed into tradition with the accumulation over time of 

events, works, values, success and trials significant for the collective subject. Since 

the 1950's, change has been so rapid, so profound, and so general that tradition has 

disintegrated and slipped away. In the so-called backward or traditional societies, in 

contrast to industrial or post-industrial ones, the presence and effects of material 

modernity are more obvious than those of intellectual modernity. I shall not reiter

ate the differences between these two aspects of modernity11; it will prove more 

illuminating to concentrate on the historical conditions of the production and 

repression of modernity in the West and in Islam. 

In the West, material modernity and intellectual or cognitive modernity have 

received varied emphasis, according to historical circumstance. 

Without anywhere constituting a social class homogeneous and influential 

enough to play a decisive mediating role, the community of scientists, thinkers, and 

artists, within the crisis of models of development, tends to set intellectual moder

nity, as a cognitive project of the spirit, above all the ideological formations that are 

enclosed within a national or community framework or even within the limits of a 

social class that still claims to incarnate the universal history of humanity.12 

This new ambition of modernity, tied to the development of the community of 

scholars in the world, everywhere comes under the great historical and socio-

cultural weight of each national context. Beyond the ideological cleavages that 

divide the contemporary world and favour, in particular, a negative perception of 

Islam, the most open-minded scholars continue to be prisoners of a linear, polemical 

and even theological vision of the West. The linear vision that springs from an 

image of Greco-Roman antiquity is separate from "the Muslim East" and traces a 

continuous evolution up to our day, while characterising as simple historical inci

dent the role of Islam between the seventh and twelfth centuries. The polemic 

vision continues to perceive Islam first and foremost as an obstacle to reduce or 

shape in order to open up the imperial path of the West. The theological vision is 

due to Christian theology of the Revelation and the justification of the state of 

Israel that revive the old systems of reciprocal exclusion that have dominated the 

whole history of societies of the Rook precisely since the appearance of Islam in the 

Mediterranean world. 

In the grip of these visions that perpetuate and reinforce all sorts of collective 

phantasms, obsolete cultural schemes and epistemologica! barriers, cognitive mod

ernity endeavours to reach a restored cognisance of what I have called Greco-

Semitic space. 

I have pointed out that this space in actuality extends from the Indus to the 

Atlantic; that Islam is not to be cast back into a romantic, dreamy, Bedouin, 

intolerant, or falsely spiritual "Orient".13 On the contrary, it must be reintegrated as 

one of the historic factors that have contributed to the emergence of the cultural 

concept of the modern West. 



The splitting of Greco-Semitic space into a modern West and an East devoted 

to Tradition, to traditionalisation, and to recurrence of archaic forms of behaviour 

begins with the Renaissance and the Reformation. 

Islamic Tradition as 1 have presented it has remained rigorously separate from 

the Western adventure of man since the sixteenth century, and, more importantly, 

from that which, in this adventure, involves the destiny of man as such. 1 also want 

to note that, far from recognising and rethinking the reasons for and consequences of 

this exit from a history involving mind and consciousness, Islamic thought since the 

nineteenth century has been exclusively preoccupied with the defensive justifica

tion of its tradition, with polemic against the colonial and imperialist West and with 

the mythologising of its own history. 

I am not saying, however, that the modern West, as its dominant classes claim, 

has forged a model of historical consciousness and action respectful of all the 

dimensions of man. But modernity is engaged in changing dimensions, ambitions, 

and horizons while opening up a new space of intelligibility and historical action, 

where not only the traditions of societies of the Book may be reintegrated in their 

totality, but also where historical totality, with all its cultural forms of expression in 

the world, may be explored and recapitulated by a cultural anthropology unre

stricted to a single centre. 

It is from this perspective that the project of a quest and re-examination of 

Islamic Tradition in its totality takes all its meaning, both for the Muslim Commu

nity and for contemporary thought engaged in exploring the universe, our planet 

and the human condition. The Tradition in its totality implies an exit from the 

framework of heresiographic thought set by the hadith cited above. All the familiar 

concepts of traditional theological discourse split apart and gain new dimensions, 

without losing their critical function concerning both scholastic traditions and 

provincial, ethnocentric, unitarian or positivist modernity. Among these concepts I 

shall cite religion and the religious in so far as they are tied to politics and to the 

secular world (din, dawla, dunya), the Revelation, the Book, the Scriptures, the 

sacred, the spiritual, the transcendent, and all the vocabulary of classical methaphys-

ics, ethics, law, psychology and political economy. What are the local traditions if 

reduced to residue or relics by the Orthodox Tradition, and after that by unitarian 

modernity14? How does Orthodox Tradition itself tend to become repressed as obso

lete, inadequate and archaic by material modernity in the absence of an intellectual 

modernity capable of reconsidering it? What mutilations has this same Orthodox 

Tradition inflicted on itself by eliminating the schools, works and thinkers that have 

come forth within Islam but that have been judged deviant or "heretic" — not by an 

entitled doctrinal tribunal but by the protagonists in a rivalry between professional 

categories, ethno-cultural groups or visions of the world? 

These questions must first be answered historically, leaving aside any doctrinal 

judgement.15 That current Muslim societies cannot accept the critical discourse of 

the historian does not mean that he has constructed a scientific object as abstract as 

that of the Orientalist philologists tracking down apocryphal hadith. To examine the 

Tradition in its totality in the sense I indicate here is to grapple directly with the 

roots of evil that undermine those confessional societies that are closed in what they 

believe to be their traditions. The function of history and cultural anthropology is 

to lay bare the realities travestied by the manipulators of the religious imagination.16 

Is the notion we have just presented of the Tradition in its totality thinkable for 

a traditional theologian within the one framework of inherited theologies in each 

community based on the Book? What does theological attitude become in the new 

context created by the joint pressures of present-day history and of the cognitive 

strategies imposed by the sciences of man and society, themselves the product of this 

history and the answers to its challenge? 



The Theological Attitude. "Ways of living and transforming the world": this is the 

fine title of the first section of Initiation à la pratique de la théologie (Initiation to the 

Practice of Theology).17 This title and the whole book are the sign of an evolution 

that, like modernity, has taken place in the West but remains absent from Islam; an 

evolution limited, nevertheless, because the takeover by thought of the ways to live 

and transform the world remains strictly dependent on "the awareness of Faith 

(that) is tied to an institutional aggregate in the Church (scriptural canon, tradi

tion, ministers) and around the university (diverse specialisations, centres of teach

ings, etc.)".18 The psychologist and the psychoanalyst have shown us that under 

faith lie indistinct the most irrepressible compulsion of desire, the most complex 

246 contents of memory, the greatest phantasms of the imaginations, the most powerful 

impulses of the heart and the firmest demands of reason. The mastery of these 

different faculties depends on the forms of discipline of the spirit recognised and 

practised by each culture. No less does the theologian continue to presuppose in his 

discourse the existence and generalisation to all believers of a faith that is acquies

cence, meet and right, to the Act of God that shows itself in the Revelation. One 

can conceive that the theologian aims to substantiate this ideal faith with a consci

entious pedagogy of all the obstacles to be overcome, but one cannot forgive him for 

the constraints and confusions that he continues to force on this same human spirit 

that he claims to lead toward the absolute. 

To state the matter clearly, religious thought is a quest of independent thinkers 

after having been, over the centuries, either the monopoly of zealous servants or the 

target of polemicists aiming at other objectives. 

It will be understood, I hope, that I am not excluding theology from the field of 

investigating man and society; but theology must submit to rules common to every 

cognitive undertaking. For this, on new grounds, it must again raise the whole 

question of the revealed. It is not just a matter of tolerating the co-existence of 

discourse that each tradition pronounces about itself; it is necessary to explain first 

and foremost the historical, psychological and anthropological conditions of the 

emergence and functioning of any tradition, and then of the three monotheistic 

traditions. It will at that point be possible to envisage a theology of relations 

between Scripture, Revelation, and Tradition in societies of the Book. 


